
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Writer O’Flaherty
5 Deli sausage

11 Truck compartment
14 Arthur Ashe’s alma

mater
15 Woodland flycatcher
16 Is plural?
17 Quahog clam
19 Place for fish and

ships
20 Golfer Mediate
21 Edmonton pro
22 Holds
23 Hosp. sections
24 Enamored
26 Least refined
28 Popeye’s Olive
29 Confer
31 Balin and Claire
34 Grouse
36 Sea eagles
39 Exemplary
41 Abscess drain
43 Former Toyota

model
44 Heavenly bear
46 Web page file

letters
47 Wee
49 Kettle and Barker
51 Roman salad?
53 Science classes
55 Opposite of masc.
58 Jean-__ Godard
59 Succotash beans
61 Kind of motor or

mechanism
63 Outer: pref.

64 American sunfish
66 Make known to the

public

67 Liqueur flavorings
68 River of Newcastle
69 180 degrees from

SSW
70 Cuts off
71 Unwanted lip

DOWN
1 Filthy money?
2 Blood of the gods
3 Guinness and

Baldwin
4 “Blue Horses”

painter
5 Undercover agent
6 Premier fabulist
7 Beatles movie
8 Truant GI
9 Colliers

10 Repeats
11 Treat edible only

when roasted
12 Geometry

calculations
13 Beauty’s mate
18 McIlroy of golf
25 Provencal love song

27 Indefinite values
28 Egyptian goddess of

fertility
30 Marks of failure
31 “__ a Wonderful

Life”
32 Manhattan sch.
33 Discarded part of a

fruit
35 Jewish month
37 Shade provider
38 Pitcher Maglie
40 Indian beans
42 Poetic foot
45 Backslide
48 Trinity
50 NCAA part
51 Just washed
52 Plant hormone
54 Questioner
55 Norse goddess of

love
56 Levels
57 Fashions
60 2004
62 Superlative endings
65 NASA’s orbiting loc.
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Season ticket

Health professionals: Heed own advice
Dear Dr. Roach: I retired

from a large hospital after
smoking was prohibited in the
building. At that time, doctors
still smoked in their lounge,
and other employees smoked
on the adjacent strip-mall
property. I imagine that the
doctors no longer smoke in
their lounge and are not seen
in public view, but employ-
ees still smoke in public view.
— L.

Health-care professionals
can make bad decisions about
their health, but I agree with
your implication that they
have an obligation not to do so
while in the role of someone
concerned for health.

I certainly have seen phy-
sicians in white coats smok-
ing outside my own (previ-
ous) hospital, and routinely
see other health profession-
als do so. It’s hypocrisy for us
to then tell others not to
smoke. So, to my colleagues in
medicine: Please don’t smoke

when you are recognizable as
a health professional. It makes
it harder to get people to quit.

Dear Dr. Roach: I am a
68-year-old male. I had triple
bypass surgery two years ago.
Post-surgery complications
included diabetes, pneumo-
nia and renal failure. I spent
approximately three months
in intensive care. After dis-
charge I started physical ther-
apy, as my arms and hands
had atrophied. I am still doing
therapy, but continue to have
limited use of my arms and
hands (I cannot curl my hands
without force). Any insight
you have as to why I am
unable to use my hands would
be appreciated. — C.M.

I wrote about the effects
of a prolonged ICU stay on
thinking, memory and emo-

tions recently, but the physi-
cal effects also are profound.

Muscle weakness is com-
mon (it’s seen in more than
25 percent of patients) after
an ICU stay, due to several
separate causes. Prolonged
immobility can lead to weak-
ness, atrophy and even con-
tractures (involuntary bend-
ing at certain joints, such as
the elbow and ankle).

Both critical illness
myopathy (affecting mus-
cles; it’s common in people
who received steroids, like
prednisone) and critical ill-
ness polyneuropathy (affect-
ing nerves; it’s common in
people with severe infection,
like sepsis) can lead to weak-
ness and atrophy. Medications
are sometimes needed to
paralyze muscles in surgery
or in critical illnesses, and
these can have long-lasting
side effects, including weak-
ness. Malnutrition is common
in ICU patients, not because
ICU doctors and nurses don’t

know to or don’t want to feed
patients, but because the body
may be unable to absorb nec-
essary nutrients. Some or all
of these may combine to leave
lasting physical effects from a
long ICU stay.

Physical and occupational
rehabilitation services are
the key to the recovery of
function. Return of physical
strength is slow and may be
incomplete, so it may be nec-
essary to use aids and to learn
new ways to perform tasks. It
has been my repeated expe-
rience that almost everyone
can benefit from therapy, and
patients who work harder,
are more driven and are more
optimistic tend to have the
best results.

Although most benefit is
seen in the first year after loss
of function, you still may con-
tinue to improve with therapy,
perhaps utilizing different
modalities. Definitely seek an
occupational therapist if you
haven’t already.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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